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Knowledge gained from the founding and operation of EURODIF 

with respect to political and legal structures which may 

be used in the establishment of a multinational commercial 

plant for uranium isotope separation 

T1TRCL)lj':TnN 

The political and legal problems raised by the setting-up of an 

isotope separation plant are directly related to the specific nature of 

<.ch a project. Thus before outlining the questions which mus,t be solved 

during the various phases of implementation and suggesting possible solutions, 

it is first of all appropriate to present, even In summary fashion, the main 

'-harf.ctpristies and particularities of an isotope separation plant project, 

c shall see thereby that at least 1n so far as gaseous diffusion plants 

z.r& concerned, the project lends Itself very well to multinational colla

boration, oi which EURODIF is one o the rare example.. 

Ura.iiun enrichment is an essential operation for feeding (first 

iuads ani reloads; almost all the reactors presently under construction, 

ordered, or plamed throuyhout the world. The market is thus a large one. 

It has a high growth potential 1n spite of the vicissitudes that nuclear 

energy must, face presently. Moreover, it is a safe one, because the lifetimes 

cr reactor-, and enrichment plants are approximately the same. 

Enrichment basically consists in modifying the distribution of 

uranium isotope:: contalne-! 1n the natural material, 1n order to obtain an 

e Hcheo product with about 3 % of Uranium 235, somewhet less for the first 

loads than for reloads, with a slight gradual increase 1n content to take 

account of the development of reactors' technical characteristics. 
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But although the principle of the operation i<; simple, its indus

trial realization involves rather specific characteristics : 

- Apart from a few exceptions, {certain chemical exchange enrichment 

processes for example), and subject to operations which may be more 

or less easily applicable, it is possible with dr. enrichment process 

due to manufacture fuel for electricity generating reactors to 

manufacture highly enriched Uranium which is appropriate for nuclear 

military applications. 

This particularity cannot be ignored in selecting the site, and 

even more so 1n the choice and implementation of technology. 

- Another characteristic is that uranium enrichment calls on advanced 

technology that requires long and costly development. In the 

case of gaseous diffusion in France, for example, "ft took more 

than 20 years from the time that the first laboratory work was 

carried out to the construction of TMcastin. As for the corres

ponding financial commitment, it reached billions of francs. 

•• A final characteristic of enrichment plants is their size and 

the amount of time needed for construction. This characteristic 

is mostly due to the repetitive lay out of these plants 

and to the resulting size effect which improves the economy 

of the undertaking as its capacity increases. 

With respect to gaseous diffusion isotope separation plants, the 

level of capacity envisaged is in the order of several million SHU per year -

the unit of measurement in this field is indeed the quantity of separative 

work accomplished and not the weight of enriched material, since the latter 
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varies as a function of the selected Uranium 235 content. To provide a 

clearer picture, let us say that a 10,7 million SWU/yr. plant such as Tricastin 

is capable of feeding for an entire lifetime a pare of water reactors at a 

level of about one hundred GWe. Smaller plants are conceivable and some can 

be kept as low as even 3 million SWU/yr. provided that they operate as a 

complex in connection with a larger plant, or that they be located in a 

particularly favorable economic environment. The fact remains, however, that 

besides the Unites States, few countries have an alectronuclear facility 

program compatible with the size of even a small capacity gaseous diffusion 

plant, and that under such conditions, such projects are essentially multi

national in character. EURODIF is the only example of such a project which 

is sufficiently advanced to be able to derive practical experience and 

understanding, not only in relation to provisions for avoiding the risk of 

proliferation, but also with respect to provisions that make it possible *o 

preserve the essentially industrial and commercial nature of the undertaking. 

This somewhat lengthy introduction provides a glimpse of diffi

culties which arise during the execution of such a project. Moreover, these 

problems vary according to whether one considers prior choices, choices 

preceding the decision to build, or matters pertaining to actual Implementation. 

II. THE PHASE OF CHOICES TO BE MADE BEFORE DECIDING TO BUILD AND THE FRAMEWORKS 

WITHIN WHICH THEY MAY BE MADE 

a ) Prel^mlnar^^cholces 

The execution of this kind of project presupposes that a certain 

number of preliminary political and industrial choices have been made. These 

are numerous. One may however attempt to narrow them down to fundamental 

choices such as the area of location, the choice of technology, and the 

choice of partners leading to the establishment of an association which 

will be able to undertake a feasibility study. 

- The choice of location area is fundamental for strategic reasons. 

It is important Indeed that enrichment plants should be diversely 

located since diversification of enrichment sources 1s an assurance of 

reliability and stability of sunply. 
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Secondly, we have seen that in ce-tain cases an isotope separation 

plant can be one of the elements of nuclear armament. A could therefore not 

be located In a country which could not provide, in the opinion of the pro

moters, all the necessary guarantees against possible diversion to military 

purposes. 

Technically speaking, the choice of location is very important, at 

least for gaseous diffusion, because of the proportionally high share of 

energy costs in the separative .vork cost. The project will be all the more* 

profitable in that energy is less expensive. 

Two types of country are involved here. Those which have cheap 

sources of primary energy, be they water-falls or large deoosits 

of coal or gas which can be easi'y tapped ; these countries can thus export 

their energy. Those which have a larg» electric distribution network, thus 

allowing both grid back-up and power release. Indeed, one of ,the particula

rities of these plants is that they can partially phase out 1n case of 

a temporary grid imbalance, and that they can consume less electricity during 

periods of scarcity. That means of course that external consumption must be 

high, and that the network must be amenable to such interruption maneuvers. 

The regions we are talking about are thus ir; this case heavily industrialized. 

" The choice of technology is equally fundamental because of relative 

sensitivity to problems of non-proliferatinr,, and because of the economic 

contrasts of enrichment technologies. 

It is obvious that a process which makes 1t technically possible 

to use directly the erected plant for the production of highly enriched 

Uranium will rajse greater export problems than a process which allows only 

the use of the technology for a different plant, and even more so than a 

process which could not be used for the production of highly enriched Uranium. 

Moreover, the economics of each enrichment process are so entirely 

different that a project can be developed only after that choice has been 

made. For example, gaseous diffusion consumes more energy but requires a smaller 

Investment at equal capacity than the centrifuge process. It becomes gradually 
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more profitable as the plant's capacity is increased. In contrast, the 

centrifugal process consumes less energy and its profitability is reputed 

to be less connected with size, which makes it amenable to smaller-sized 

projects. It would be necessary to rebuild completely the economic study of 

a plant based on one technology if the process was changed. It is thus in

conceivable not to select, definitely one technology before deciding to build. 

Besides the extent to which 1t lends itself to proliferation, and its adap

tation to the economic environment, the main criteria which make it possible to 

assess a technology are its availability, its reliability, and its competiti-

vity. 

- The choice of partners is also of primary importance. With projects 

that are essentially multinational, there are many potential partners, and 

the selection of them is a delicate process. They may not all be chosen at 

the outset. But it is necessary for the promoters to join together at the 

very beginning. 

The partners may be classified according to the contribution they 

are in a position to make. One may distinguish in this respect : 

1°) Those who are able to bring a viable enrichment technique. There 

are very few of them, and their freedom of maneuver is all the more restricted 

in that the technology involved is more sensitive. 

2°) The partners who are able to make a commercial contribution, 

1n other words those who are interested in the output of the plant and 

who are willing to buy part of the production. These may be electric companies, 

builders of nuclear plants, Uranium producers, or various Intermediaries 

among which some of the most significant are state bodies responsible for 

Implementing a nationally determined energy policy. 

3*) The partners who are able to make a financial contribution. 

These may be large companies not necessarily Involved in the field of nuclear 

energy, which have large sums available, and which, attracted mainly by 

potential profits, are ready to diversify to a certain extent their investments. 
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46) The partners who are acle to provide £ source of energy and 

who want to capitalize on resources they have in zreas with a low level 

of industrialization. These may be coal, natural gas, or waterfall operators. 

5°) Engineering companies may also be considered to be included 

among the promoters, or at leas4, companies with the experience and capa

bility needed to carry through large-;calf» projects such as the one envisaged. 

6°) Finally, if among the promoters, none is active in the country 

where the plant will oe located, it is likely that the country itself will 

participate in the project in order to acknowledge It, either directly, Or 

through a body or conpany which represents it. Its participation 1s justified 

by Its desire to enhance national economy. 

These choices are not easy to make, because the very fact of intro

ducing partners who are in a position to contribute to the project includes 

the risk of having these partners sacrifice the general interest of the 

undertaking to the specific aspect to which they are able to make a contri

bution. Thus a customer such as a nuclear ene-gy producer will tend to 

reduce the price of the enrichment service, in order to lover 

its own costs ; the energy or natural Uranium suppliers will tend to put 

forward their interests before tnose f the company ; t' s reactor manufacturer 

will try co bear on prices in order to improve his position in face of 

competition ; and so on and so forth. We must not forget the state organiza

tions themseivei, which will seek to protect their national interests, first 

by favoring their component manufacturing industry, and then by attempting 

to limit as'much as possible their financial contribution. 

In the final ar^lysis, it is through * serios of measures and 

choices that this funoan-.er.tal and difficult problem may be satisfactorily 

solved. The measures pre those which will provide the conpany with a powerful 

executive body (we shall return to this matter when we describe the Internal 

organization of the company). As for the choice of partners, it appears that 

it will be all the wiser in that the parties themselves have interests that 

coincide as much as possible with tnoso of the company, and as much political 

and financial backing, etc., as possible. Whence in the case of F.UROOIF the 

choice centered on compani'.r. or state bodies which specialize in the nuclear 

fuel cycle. 

7. 
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And thus i t is that the partners who participated in the f i r s t 

EURODIF studies were either state bodies such as in France (CEA), I ta ly (CNEN), 

or private companies such as in Germany, (Hoechst, Gelsenberg, Steag, Nukem, 

grouped together in a j o i n t body), or a mixture of both such as in Belgium 

where a "Syndicat" pooled the interests of CEN, Synatom, and the Societe 

Belgo-nucleaire, in Spain, where ENUSA represented both the State and the 

Spanish electr ic companies, in I ta ly , with the part ic ipat ion of AGIP-NUCLEARE, 

and f i na l l y in the United Kingdom, with that of 3NFL. 

b) I!5?_2nas§_2f-f?25i!?iLiiy._r£yd_l?§ 

Once a feasibility study is launched in order to explore and possibly 

to reach the decision to build a plant, it implies that certain fundamental 

choices have already been made. But that does not mean that at the outset 

everything is decided once and for all. 

It is possible, for example, to work from a preliminary stage at 

which certain options such as the location of the plant or the choice of 

partners may be left open. The outlines used at this preliminary level of 

feasibility studies are differentiated on the basis of choices made. In so 

?*r as the choices are not clearly defined, the outlines may be more flexible. 

Thus among the studies which were undertaken by the CEA at the 

beginning of the 70's in order to sponsor a multinational gaseous diffusion 

enrichment plant, several were made on very simple foundations, such as an 

agreement among the Atonic Energy Bureaus, Offices, or Commissions of the 

interested countries. 

A significant legal step was made when a study Association was 

established in Europe, which under the name Eurodif, became a "groupement 

d'inteYSt economique*" governed by French Law (order of September 23, 1967). 

This body, endowed with its o>m study budget, was able to constitute an 

independent team in relation to Its promoters. This step was possible only 

because the choice of technology and partners had been made at the outset. 

f no precise equivalent in English. It 1s a new legal entity created 1n France 

for certain activities, that lies between a company and an association (Note 

du traducteur, translator's note). 
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The actual feasibility study for Eurodif was subdivided into two 

parts, one of which was devoted to thr general interest of a gaseous diffusion 

plant in Europe, the other one which was a more detailed study being devoted 

to the more specific characteristics of the project, and in particular : 

the size of the plant and its order bock, the profitability of the operation 

based on a series of economic assumptions, generally used as parameters, and 

finally a preparation of choices related to the site. 

The size of the plant was established in accordance with an order 

book that could be considered feasible on the basis of enquiries made among 

European and Japanese electric utilities. In thi> respect, it was possible 

to be reasonably assured of a capacity close to 5 million SWU/yr. for Europe, 

and 1 million SWli/yr. for Japan, representing two thirds of a qaseous diffusion 

plant with a usual reference capacity of 9 million 5WU/yr. This assessment 

was of course nade before the H 7 3 crisis. 

There were minute studies of the operation's profitability, which 

took into consideration in particular differential inflation rates (labor, 

industrial components, serv'ces, etc...}, and a year by year analysis of 

the company's expected accounts, using the global internal rate of retur,-

of the capital cr the sales price of separative work as parameters. 

finally, the choice of the site wai considered as a call for bids, 

each partner country being asked to sugoest sites on the basis of a specifi

cation which was given them, and to accompany their offer with the benefits 

that the country could provide in term: of regional infrastructure, taxation, 

and even financial support, so that the Company could choose the most attrac

tive offer from its own point of view. 

Wheress the first part of the study ended 1n February 1973 on a 

rather sour note, with the withdrawal of the German, English, and Dutch 

partners, the second part of tht study was stimulated by the oil crisis in the 

Autumn of 1973 and led to a rapid materieliration of the envisaged applica

tions. Thus even before the end of the studies conducted by the "Groupement 

d'Intftret Economique", the partners, decided to establish the company EURODIF 

5.A., whose essential goal was to bring about the execution of the studies 

made by the GIE. 
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An even more advjnced stage would bp the actual setting up of a 

company to make the necessary studies immediately preceeding the decision to 

bui ld. This -would assume that the three fundamental choices of process, s i t e , 

and partners were made. I ts role would be f i r s t of a l l to consult with 

component suppliers. ( I t can bt pointed out that the company USSI played 

a similar role at the request of the CEA while the Eurodif f eas ib i l i t y study 

was going on. This job, better known by promoters as the preparation of 

" f i l e 73", certainly made i t possible to enter the application phase without 

delay and with maxintum ef f ic iency) . The othe- responsibi l i t ies which could 

be entrusted to the company would lse to obtain the necassary financing and 

ensure sales of the production. But we are already embarking upon the next 

phase, since this structure w i l l be able to be preserved once the decision is 

taken to construct the plant. 

I l l THE PHASE OF PLANT REALIZATION - ORGANIZATION OF RELATIONS 

The scope of the project, the duration of i t s imoleeientation, and 

i t s own par t icu lar i t ies require the consolidation of the various interests 

at stake and the conclusion of certain agreements. 

a) ?fclations_wi.th P?CS"?C_^?'J_^L!§* 

The relations among partner countries roust take account of commit

ments undertaken with respect to non-prol i ferat ion, guarantees that States 

may provide in favor of loans applied for by the Company, and f i na l l y a l l 

benefits or derogations from the public regime that States, and n.ore part icu

la r l y the host country may grant to the Company. 

These relations are normally discussed among the governments while 

views are being exchanged among the industr ia l partners, and subsequent 

agreements must then be embodied in intergovernmental instruments which are 

separate from the agreements concluded among the Indust r ia l is ts . I f the indus

t r i a l agreements precede the intergovernmental ones, i t is nevertheless 

desirable to refer , in the industrial agreements, to the conditions specified 

by the host country in relat ion to non-prol i ferat ion. 
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In the pa r t i cu la r case of EUP.OOIF, *:he re la t ions among partner 

countr ies are defined i n an intergovernmental convent ic between the French 

government and each government of the partner count r ies . 

This convention conta ins , i n connection wi th n o n - p r o l i f e r a t i o n , 

a p r o h i b i t i o n f r on de l i ve r i ng Uranium enriched i n the plant to non-nuclear 

States which have not undertaken, under IAEA superv is ion , not to use i t f o r 

the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other evp.osive nuclear devices. 

The tex t also c o n ^ i n s o t h r r less important commitments w i t h respect. 

to tKe con f i den t i a l nature o!7 the Knowledge tha t s ta f f from the in terested 

country may acqu i re , and i t alr.o re fe rs In the benef i ts which the French 

government was induced to grant in various respects in order to f a c i l i t a t e 

the establishment of the p lant on French t e r r i t o r y . 

Even though i t i? recommended that -neasures undertaken w i th respect 

to the governmental convention be transacted conconr"tantly, in order not 

to d i s tu rb the Company's c a l l s of cap i ta l !>om the lending i n s t i t u t i o n s , 

there remains a ce r ta in amount of leeway l e f t <"c the judgement of the partner 

countr ies f o r the f u l f i l l m e n t of the various stages '-f tne agreement. This 

leeway e n t a i l s however a r.atural r e s t r i c t i o n i i tha t tho necessary au thor i za t ion 

fo r tak ing the enrichcH product across borders cannot be granted unless the 

user country has undertaker the expected commitments, notably w i th respect 

to n o n - p r o l i f e r a t i o n . This coirmitment i s moreover restated a t the top o f 

removal con t rac ts . 

h ) ReIations_ar30ng_industri_a}p_^artr»crG 

A p ro jec t such as th is c a n r c be executed unless the prime cont rac tor 

has a stable legal structure indsosfidsnt of the partner's. A company governed 

by the law of the country i n which the p lant is located is c e r t a i n l y essen t ia 1 . 

But the problem is to endow i t w i th trie kind of organizat ion tha t on the 

one hand w i l l ensure, i n r .p i*» of the d i v e r s i t y of par tners , managerial un i t y 

without s a c r i f i c i n g the In te res ts of the m ino r i t y partners - the problem o f 

balance between management end the supervisory bodies - and on the other 

hand w i l l make i t possible tc guarantee the f inanc ing of the e n t i r e p ro j ec t . 
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- inanegernen ..u supervision ; there i"> no doubt that a sole mana

gement is needed for carrying out such a project The oifficulty is in deter

mining to whom it should be convicted. Sevt.-al partners may claim it, and in 

particular the one from the State *t\ which the project is being executed 

and the one who is providing the process. 

It is at this juncture that the question o f confidentiality arises 

in relation to certain process drta which cannot be communicated to all the 

partners, or can only be so with extremely precise agreements that expli

citly prevent information from being given to persons who should not be 

receiving it. (In the particular case of EUttODIF, the problem of choice 

between nationals of the host country and the country possessing the techno

logy did not arise since J.n both cases it was the French partner who was 

moreover the main shareholder). 

However the management is defined, -it must be efficient, and 

particular attention must be given to provisions that preserve the interests 

of ninority participants. That is why the legal structure chosen for Eurodif 

was a limited liability company with a Supervisory Board and a Directorate. 

Thus, the functions of management and supervision are distinctly separated : 

the managerial responsibilities are exercised by the Directorate, the 

executive booy of the Company, which according to French law comprises a 

maximum of five members. The President of the Directorate, who 1s the only 

person to represent the Company outside, is selected on the basis of a 

proposal made by the French partner, whereas the other members of the Direc

torate are chosen by the President of the Directorate on the „usis of proposals 

from the other partners. The supervisory responsibilities are exercised by 

the Supervisory Board where representation is in proportion to the partners' 

shares. There also exists an internal protocol the contents of which are 

confidential, but about which it car, be said that it excludes all possibilities 

of a veto from any one of the oartners, since thdt possibility would be much 

too restrictive and therefore harmful to the furodif Company Itself. 

- It would be logical for each partner or at least each partner 

country to provide financing proportional to its share of enuity capital. 

In reality this is not so easy, for there is little chance that the terms or 
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which loans are granted to the company w i l l be the same in each country. 

Moreover, there may be differences between market rates of the various partner 

countries regarding financial ava i l ab i l i t i es . 

Since the company cannot allow i t s e ' f to be penalized by accepting 

loans on less favorable terms, U is logical to assume that intermediate 

bodies would be set up to absorb discresancies in countries where loan terms 

are less advantageous, the loans to the company thus being channeled through 

this body. In some cases such a screen may be considered indispensable, for 

example in countries whose legis lat ion does not allow d i rec t loans to compa

nies whose ac t i v i t y is outside the national t e r r i t o r y . 

In the case of Eurodif, i t was not necessary to resort to such 

a sophisticated structure, and to solve the problem i t was adequate to create 

a Financial Committee made up in part cf members of the Directorate and 

in part of members of the Supervisory Board, and whose essential task i s to 

harmonize f inancial contributions from the various partners before being 

endorsed by the Supervisory Board. 

c ) B§l3^i2Q$-With_suggHers 

,hree very d i f ferent types of suppliers must contribute to the 

realization cf the project : the suppHor of technology, the suppliers of 

components, and the supplier of energy. 

" The supplier of technology can be, as we have seen, a di rect 

partner in the company. In this case he ".an be paid in dividends which the 

company would submit on the basis of vendors' shares at t r ibuted to him, or 

in royalt ies to be paid according to statutory provisions. 

But one may also envisage the classic formula of paying cash and 

royalty, which has the advantage of being simple. 

The choice of one or the other method can of course be influenced 

in part by tax laws applicable in the country where the plant w i l l be located. 

Another problem 1s calculating th is remuneration when there are 

no precedents. I t i s however obvious that considerable investment w i l l be 

involved in research and development studies needed for the development of 
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the process - comparable in scope to the investment that such a plant repre

sents - and that i t s amortization w i l l have to be spread out over a small 

number of plants. Nevertheless we should point out that setting a level for 

this remuneration is a contractiMl nat ter , and that i t can be modulated 

in accordance with the project 's economic features. 

In the case of Eurodif, the CEA abstained from demanding a cash 

payment so as not to overburden e»penses during the f i r s t years of the 

company's l i f e , and i t also did not ask for royalt ies for supplying specific 

components, both benefits which the French oartner granted when the candidacy 

of the French si te at Tricastin was examined. The f ina l system adopted, a 

very simple one, consists in paying a percentage of the Company's turnover ; 

the percentage i t s e l f bein<j calculated on the basis of the p lant 's performances. 

" The supply of components raises several d i f f i c u l t i e s , to begin 

with because of their specif ic nature and the amount involved,- especially i f 

the plant is located 1n a non-industrial area. 

Bi't le t us begin by saying that a gaseous di f fusion plant requires 

a broad spectrun of techniques, be they aerodynamic techniques used in the 

manufacture of compres:ors, the mechanical precision needed for axial blades 

and gate valves, ceramic techniques used for manufacturing barr iers, heat 

exchange techniques, vacuum techniques, nickel-plat ing and passivation proces

ses for components, or f i n a l l y , e lec t r ic power materials (motors and trans

formers), measurement instruments (pressure, temperature, and flow detectors), 

and data processing equipment (centralized control based on data col lect ion, 

d1gital1zat1on, and real-time processing). 

Some of these techniques are re la t ive ly t rad i t i ona l , but i n other 

cases the component manufacturing can be a very unusual procedure, This is 

due to the process i t s e l f which is based on the use of porous barr iers with 

s t r i k ing ly original character ist ics, and also to the presence of Uranium 

hexafluoride, which is a heavy and par t icu lar ly corrosive gas. 

In order to overcone these d i f f i c u l t i e s , the CF.A found i t advisable 

to work in close cooperation with several manufacturers. In th is collaboration, 
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each indu s t r i a l i s * provia-.d experience in his own par t icu lar f i e l d , wnile 

the CEA established required sp tc ' f : ca t ions , me do the UVg tests and supplied 

the necessary f inancing. Thus a -cert?in number of i ndus t r i a l i s t s were ablo 

to acquire the necessary competence to mar;uPicture speci f ic well-adapted and 

re l iab le components, anc the CE7. '"ouud i t s e l f m a oosi t ion to devise a 

"System" comprising <:•.]] tht technical and industr ia l know-how needed for the 

construction of a gaseovs r i "fusion p l?r i i . 

In preparation of indus t r ia l implementation, these respective 

posit ions were formalized in "Systeiri" ?greements, which recognized on the 

one hand the i n d u s t r i a l i s t . / coiripeter.ee in manufacturing the specialized 

components, the purpose of the co l laborat ion, and on the other hand the fact 

that a l l the technology belonged to the CEA which financed and conducted thr> 

operations. Without having an sxclusive r i g h t , the I ndus t r i a l i s t is assured 

of being consulted when tenders a r ; nade, and of having his in terests protec

ted i f the components for which he provided assistance were to be used by a 

t h i r d party. Several p i t f a l l s are thus avoided, oecause i t is possible to 

maintain a certain level of competit ion, ever, i f among a l imi ted number of 

qua l i f ied manufacturers, anJ no t ie-up could occur i f the components had 

to be manufactured abroad. 

We .cms now to the del icate question of foreign contr ibut ions to 

the appl icat ion of a reputedly sensit ive technology. There are obvious degrees 

of sens i t i v i t y in tl;3 various apparatus used. There i s nothing o r i g ina l 

about the c i v i l engineering, the e lec t r i c pow^r supply, the data processing 

and the heat evacuation.. However th2 closer one r.ovcs lo the process I t s e l f , 

the more speci f ic technology becorres.The compressors, the U~6 exchangers, and 

the valves are already rrrch iiiore special ized, even though i t would be an 

overstatement to say that they are c j t ; ' reach for most indust r ia l i zed 

countr ies. Conf ident ia l i ty hero is mostly in 'he realm of Indust r ia l secrecy. 

But the manufacture of barr iers as wall as that of coirnresser leak- t igh t 

bearings involves a much lrigh.fr degree of d i f f i c u l t y 2nd in fact represents 

the major obstacle to mastering the process. That is why there ar no usual 

tenders f o r these two components, which are spec i f i ca l l y handled by the holder 

of the technology. I t so happer, that these exponents are the ones which 

• / . 
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could also be d i rect ly used in a mi l i tary plant, whereas the other components, 

the compressors, for example, are considerably di f ferent in their mi l i tary and 

c i v i l i an versions. 

The repetitive- nature of some corrcorents (bar r iers , compressors, 

exchangers, valves) most oft?n requires setting-up fu l l - f ledged factor ies, 

some of which can be advantageously l oo ted near the s i t e . This d ist inct ion 

between on-site component plants and others has implications for the financing 

mechanisms, since products manufactured on the spot in pr incip le are not 

exports, and therefore do not benefit ft on ;;he pr iv i leged system of export 

loans. 

I t is important to recognize that setting-up new and specialized 

industries from scratch raises a problem of i n i t i a l f inancing, since i t i s 

necessary to make large new investments. One solution would be to make an 

advance to component supplic-s while maintaining a r igh t of resumption for 

the prime contractor i f the completion of component manufacturing were compro

mised. 

Another d i f f i c u l t problem to solve is the al location of component 

markets, because of the legitimate desire of partners to help their national 

industry benefit from market offer* issued by the Company. To accept at the 

very outset the pr inciple of f a i r return would be the worst possible disser

vice to the prime contractor. On the contrary i t is necessary to establish 

very clearly at the beginning that only price and technical qual i ty c r i t e r i a 

w i l l be used in the al location of markets. However a certain degree of balance 

is possible, in so far as part ic ipat ing national industries are not too 

disparate. Thus, subject to correcting tendencies in a way that does not 

jeopardize the pro ject 's economy, an equitable d is t r ibut ion of markets is a 

feasible proposition. 

" The supply of energy is another problem altogether. I ts price 

conditions to a great extent the p r o f i t a b i l i t y of the project. That is why 1t 

1s only natural to think of arousing th is privi leged supplier 's interest in 

the project. 

. / • 
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Several approacher i>re open. The first is to suggest that the utility 

might directly acquire a share of the company evecutirg the project. The 

risk is that it might think first of its position as energy supplier rather 

than as a supplier of enricha-i Uranium If it has in fact a monopoly on enerqy 

supplies and only a minority snare in removing the Mant output, it nay 

consider appropriated increase the pi ice of energy supplies since it will 

only partially suffer the consequences. 

"ihe second approach is quire simply to integrate energy supplies 

in the project. It must be carefully considered, because that means for 

gaseous diffusion art investment increase of more than 50 %, and thus as much 

for financing requirer«nti;. Moreover .-ppropriote nsasures must, be taken 1n order 

to have a oerrwnent energy ^tiooly. 

There is a third approach, which can only be used when the energy 

supplier is also interested in the plant's enriched Uranium. This would be 

the case if the plant were supplied by an electric power manufacturer already 

concentrated in the nuclear field (EOF, FNE'., RWE, e t c . ) . It would be a 

barter deal, with the energy being paid for in separative work units (SWU). This 

solution may offer the advantage of alleviating the company's financial 

burden, and makes it possib1? to list neither an energy supply price, always 

a delicate matter, nor a SWU price, also a most delicate subject. But there 

vrill be problems if all the enriched '.IraniUP. is not sold under these condi

tions. 

There remains the classic solution of concluding an energy supply 

contract with the producer. But it entails difficulties, since prices and 

indexations must he set for the entire amortization period when the decision 

is made to go ahea>1 with the plant, thus about 20 years in advance. 

This is the kind of solution that (.'urod'f resorted to, making 

sure that the price of energy delivered to the plant remained transparent in 

the make-up of the SWU price, in order to have a simple evaluation method, 

fair for all clients (shareholders or not), and a system amenable to a 

trans-national exchange or energy. 

./-
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d) Relations_with_ <:1 je ' j ts 

The organizat ion of ;hcsr r e n t i e r s i ••• fundamental to the success 

of the p ro jec t . I t is impossible to ur«je:-t'>ke such a "!arge investment wi thout 

having guaranteed cu t le t : , fo r the* product. 3ut or. the other hand, a c l i e n t 

w i l l not make a long-term f i rm conim >.rcent unless he himself has or ice and 

capacity guarantees frroi the producer. 

Thus, promoter., w'11 f i nd -it necessary to nake pr ice proposals 

for supplies that w i l l b'i suroari out 'ever a long per iod , and shipments of 

which w i l l only beqin 7 or 8 years a f t e r fhe decis ion is taken to bu i l d the 

p lan t . 

Moreover they tius* prove :,!ie r e l i a b i l i t y of t h e i r o ro jec t . A 

c l i e n t w i l l always be re luc tant to comrit himself i f the p lant is not yet 

operat ing, or at least i f there is no other o lan t us^on the same technique 

in operat ion 

I t may he possible na r t l y to overcone t h U d i f f i c u l t y by f i r s t 

r.ett ing-up a marketing company which afterwards would reassign i t s contracts 

to the compiny cons t r , j c t i nn t i e p lan t . This ir, probably a somewhat theo re t i ca l 

idea, since the market,!.tg •.oiiipany would i f course have to o f f e r very serious 

guarantees wi th respect to honoring i f cont racts-

But the sate i t so lu t ion is ci course the commitment that partners 

could make tc se l l a u / ra i t i t y of products propor t iona l to t h e i r share in 

the company. ! t i c . a c lass ic scl- j t ior. which can, however, run in to d i f f i c u l t y 

when shareholders are not d i r e c t l y in teres ted in the product ( f i n a n c i e r s , 

technology ho lders , e t c . . . ; , or when tnt: share o.r the partner is greater than 

out le t p o s s i b i l i t i e s for the- product on his own domestic market. 

I t i s nevertheless t h i s formula that was approved in the case of 

Eurodi f , where close to 90 7. of removals from the p lant are covered by the 

shareholders, the reminder b^r.g la rqe lv taken care o f by i group Of Japanese 

e l e c t r i c companies. In a l l cases, the terms of the contracts trz f i r m , both f c 

sales (p r i ce , rev i s ion f omul a, e t c . . ) and w i th respect t o the buyers' removal 

ob l i ga t i ons . 

/ . 
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IV. THE PHASE OF PRODUCTION AND CORRESPONDING RELATIONS 

It should be mentioned first of all that in the case of a gaseous 

diffusion plant, production begins well before the end of construction. 

Production itself only begins after the first process facilities and prac

tically all the auxiliary and annex facilities have been started-up. It is 

therefore imperative to organize operational activities very early, and to 

establish relations between the prime contractor and his main partners during 

the productive phase of the enterprise, which are : 

- his clients 

- his creditors 

- his shareholders 

- his subsidiaries 

- his suDDliers 

- the holder of the technology 

- and the national and international controlers. 

They are defined in detail in the removal contracts, the terms of 

which represent a compromise between the desires of the clients and the 

possibilities of the producer. 

Clients will hope to obtain fuel loads and reloads in the best 

possible technical and economic conditions. In other words, they will want 

to adapt quantities and enrichment contents to the construction schedule 

and to the operation of their reactors. Moreover, they will pay close 

attention to natural Uranium prices in order to optimize the cost of enriched 

Uranium. 

The enricher, on the contrary, will want to know well 1n advance 

the precise requirements of his regular clients in order to supplement 1f 

need be the load factor of the plant with spot orders. He will also have to 

give advance notice of his energy needs to his supplier of electricity. 

./. 
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The bost solution -is 'co proceed stage by stage. Thus in the case 

of Eurodif, removals comprise three stages : the initial order which basically 

covers annual quantities of 5Wi.! Calculated on the basis of ?. reference tails 

assay, removal requirements for year n established four years in advance, at 

which time the client can make various quantity and oroduction and tails 

assay adjustments. Lastly, there is a final possibility for adjustnents in 

relation to the previous definition. 

Each client has this flexibility, and one might imagine that the 

resultant globe! demand varies little because of compensations. In fact, that 

is net the case, because clients all react to the same phenomena, and in the 

final analysis it is the enricher who suffers the consequences of market 

trends, at least within certain limits. 

Beyond these limits, he can still use the flexibility of the enrich

ment facility to cater to the us3rs, but then he is led to do.so on an overcost 

basis. 

b) Relations _wi.thcredi^tor s 

Generally speaking, reimbursement possibilities are implemented 

by the proceeds of sales, after deducting operating expenses, including taxes 

and royalties. A reimbursement plan is thence established, which as much as 

possible serves as a basis for loans offered to the enterprise, of course 

taking into consideration the general conditions offered by the creditor, in 

other words, the interest rate and the duration of the > a n , as well as the 

reimbursement schedule. In order to maintain maximum flexibility throughout 

the reimbursement operations, the borrower should advisedly seek the longest 

possible loans with an option for advance reimbursement. These are classic 

provisions and need no further special comment, exceot that the reimbursements 

will be staqqercd over a relatively icnq neriod of time compared to usual 

industrial practice (10 years instead of 5 years, for example). 

c) 8§l2l!QQI.*fljl!-5!2?r?!32''.^Sr' 

As a matter of principle, shareholders ar? the first to be called 

for capital and are often the last, it least. ;hronologically, to benefit from 
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t h e i r investment, in con t ras t , p ro f i t * ; are l im i t ed only by tne tax regime 

the company must adhere to . I t i s not the purpose of t h : s presentat ion t o 

analyze the various p o s s i b i l i t i e s of r e i i t i ' i ^ n g the CJS1. f low of an 

enrichment p l a n t , even though the subject w i l l a r ise when discussing sub

s i d i a r i e s , but there i s one aspect that should be mentioned because of the 

importance i t can have for the commercial resistance of the Company. We 

are r e f e r r i n g to the concept o* "pay ou t " . This designates the moment when 

the company, thanks to i t s sa las, is able to balance cut the money put-up 

f o r the r e a l i z a t i o n of the p ro j ec t . A f te r t h i s da te , the company only has 

to cover i t s operat ing costs and thus i s i n a pos i t i on t o considerably reduce 

i t s p r i ces , the shareholders being the f i r s t t o benefit, from the s i t u a t i o n . 

Once aga in , t h i s i s a c lass ic set of measures, E u r o d i f s only p a r t i c u l a r i t y 

being tha t i t operates as a cooperat ive, which c lose ly associates the ro les 

of shareholder and c l i e n t . 

<*) B?l§tions_wiith_sub^i_dia/ies 

I t may be advisable to es tab l i sn separate legal e n t i t i e s for various 

reasons, and on the basis of the ro le they are ca l led upon to p lay , r e l a t i ons 

are created between the Company and the corresDonding subs id ia r ies . We may 

d i s t i ngu i sh two major categories of subs id ia r ies : those which are c lose ly 

attached to the operat ion of the Company i t s e l f but which ?re j u s t i f i a b l e 

because of a temporary or very specia l ized func t ion they may perform, and 

those which are intended to spread the a c t i v i t i e s of the Company to other 

enrichment p l a n t s . 

Exjrodif has two subs id ia r ies tha t belong to the f i r s t category, 

and one that belongs to the second ; 

" SOCATRi i s the Compegnie A u x i ' i a i r e du T r i cas t in . , owned 100 % 

by EUROOIF S.A. The a c t i v i t y of t h i s subs id iary i s devoted to n i cke l -p f i n g 

o f plant components dur ing the period of cons t ruc t i on . I t s ro le i s thus 

a temporary one, and should near ly phase out whtn const ruct ion i s completed. 

- The compagny EUR0fij_F £R0D'JCJT_OM is responsible fo r operat ing the 

p l an t . I t s ro le i s vf.-ry 3pp':i.il1zed op.o '1;>- a c t i v i t y is geographical ly 

c i rcumscr ibed. I t thi>s appeared that i t v c , warranted to set-up an independent 

e n t i t y whose ex r inses could o* imn^torp^ by F'JRODIF S.A. 

. / . 
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- CORtOIF, a company established in 1975, is of a very different 

nature. Its function is to act as prime contractor in the realization of a 

second gaseous diffusion plant in Europe. Two questions immediately come to 

mind : what is to be gained by tacking a new project on to a first achievement, 

and if there is, why set-up a separate entity ? 

We already answered partially the first question when we described 

the difficulties that had to be overcome in order to launch a first project. 

The reliability of an already tested and operative technology, the soundness 

of the shareholders, and the capability of a managing team which has already 

succeeded with a multinational project are so many factors conducive to 

creating the kind of climate of confidence that attracts new clients and 

the loans needed to succeed with a new operation. 

But there are other reasons, specifically connected to the 

realization of a second plant that can become a part of a production complex 

with the first. There are several advantages, among which greater operational 

efficiency. It can be demonstrated that enrichment cascades lose some of 

their efficiency because of internal mixing that cancels a small part of the 

separative work accomplished in the separative elements. An operation in 

complex configuration can reduce these losses. Another advantage of the complex 

is that the second plant can enter the market more gradually, since the 

additional capacity can be handled 1n increments of only a few million SWU/yr. 

For all these reasons, the promoter of an enrichment plant is in 

a very good position to undertake new projects. However, it is likely that 

he will start these new activities within the framework of a separate entity, 

in particular for commercial reasons. With a new company, it is indeed 

oossible to modulate the stock of the initial shareholders 1n accordance 

with their new needs, and at the same time attract new shareholders, who 

will enlarge the commercial outlets of the enterprise. 

These relations are essentially conditioned by the successful 

completion of construction, for the gaseous diffusion process is an extremely 

./. 
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rel iable one, requiring pract ical ly no spare components during operation, 

except for a few extra parts which are supplied at the end of the construction 

period. 

f ) Relations with the_nokJer_of_the technolo<jy_ 

Relations with the holder of the technology are permanent through

out the construction of the plant, during which time he is responsible for 

supplying the barriers and providing technical assistance as well as by 

making checks and expert appraisals of the components. 

The exact sum of the royalty w i l l depend on the performance of 

the barriers, which must be assessed, disregarding the performance of the 

other components, which basically depends on the know-how of the manufacturers. 

The ensuing contradictory expertise is rather del icate, and must be made 

during a reasonably stable period of production, following these appraisals, 

and subject to maintaining the economic balance of the Company, periodic 

remittances are made to the CEA during the f i r s t twenty years of the plant 's 

production. 

Apart from the various national controls to which i t is subject 

(health, safety, protection against misappropriation :nd sabotage, environment, 

e t c . ) , a plant such as this is also subject to international safeguards. 

These safeguards measures basically cover the c i rculat ion of materials 

arr iv ing at or leaving the s i te . The materials are checked for the quantity 

and isotopic content of the Uranium involved. In order to f ac i l i t a te these 

checks, the necessary operations are conducted in an area called REC (Receiving/ 

Dispatching/Monitoring) which was specially designed for that purpose. v 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The examination of the veriou^ phases of the preparation and execution 

of a commercial gaseous diffusion enrichment plant project reveals that although 

the characteristics of the project lend themselves par t icu lar ly well to 

. / . 
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multinational collaboration, the fact remains that there are numerous problems 

tu solve. These problems are multiple in nature : political, commercial, 

financial, legal, and some of them are quite original. The success of Eurodif 

brings proof, however, that these obstacles can be satisfactorily overcome. 

It is not possible to call on a few raady made recines to summarize 

the experience gained throwjn F.urodif. But nerhaps it nay be helpful to add 

a few closing remarks. 

a) It is essential to pay as much attention as possible to the particu

larities of the problem at hand and not the opposite, that is to endeavor 

at all costs to fit the realization of the project into a preconceived mould. 

This means that a flexible, pragmatic approach is better than a dogmatic atti

tude. 

b) It is recommendable that government involvements and business agree

ments should be very distinct and that once they are settled at appropriate 

levels,they should interfere with one another as little as possible. 

c) It is important to devote close attention to the association among 

the partners which is the backbone of such orojects. Its success depends on 

equity, mutual respect of other parties' interests, and absence of veto. 

d) It is possible to avoid any laxism with respect to proliferation, 

provided that well-considered prior choices are made for the technology, the 

partners, and the site location, and provided also that a realistic assessment 

is made of what limits are to be set for disclosure of the technology, and 

that all the necessary measures are taken to facilitate the application of 

appropriate safeguards. 

In the final analysis, in spite of constraints and difficulties 

that must be overcome, experience shows that tne realization of a gaseous 

diffusion plant in a multinational framework is both an excellent solution to 

problems raised by the risk of proliferation, and a sound and very profitable 

industrial and commercial undertaking. 

APPENDIX : EURODIF ORGANIZATION CHART. 
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